
Ethical Leadership Rubric

Student Leader Learning Outcomes (SLLO) Project

Name of Student: Date Completed:

NOVICE TRANSITION INTERMEDIATE TRANSITION ADVANCED

Awareness or Base Level Knowledge From Novice to 

Intermediate

Apply the concept somewhat From 

Intermediate to 

Advanced

Intentional and Effective Application

Respect

Respect isn't given, it is earned perspective, 

a sleep with one eye open relationship with 

others

I respect those who first respect me, a 

reciprical relationship with others

I respect others because it is the best path, 

an altruistic relationship with others

Service

I serve because it is they only way to 

maintain leadership positiions

I serve because it is expected of my 

position

I serve others as a way of living out my 

internal pricipals

Justice

Decisions are made based on reciprical 

arrangements or mutually beneficial 

outcomes with little to no regard to the 

interest of others

Decisions are made in strict accordance to 

the rules/guidelines; little to no regard for 

the specific situation is considered

Decisions are made to ensure the most 

good is accomplished

Honesty

Can ocassionally share the truth, but is just 

as likely sharing innacurate information to 

improve their standing in the group

Generally use truthful statements, but also 

omits pertinant information so save face

Uses truthful statements when 

communicating, and does not leave out 

pertinant inforamtion no matter the impact

Responsibility

Will leave tasks undone Completes tasks specifically assigned to 

them

Completes all tasks assigned and 

contributes to others work when they 

observe a struggle

Community

Acts without regard to community impact, 

but doesn't expressly break the rules

Acts so they maintain their standing in the 

community and adherance to 

rules/expectations, but doesn't further 

others standing in the community

Works to improve the standing of all 

people in the community based on the best 

interest of all involved.
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